1. Branch Chief and Staff

2. Room 2025, Showing cryptographic equipment in operation.

3. Room 2209, Analysis Preparation Unit showing cryptographed traffic being processed.

4. Machine Analysis Unit showing work on certain cryptographic equipment.

5. Violations Unit, Room 2024

6. Publications Section, Room 2248

7. Transmission Security Section, Room 2400
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SHOT A

To be taken from behind Lt. Conley's desk in the China Area in such a way that significant materials on his desk are in the hand of a few officers or in the foreground while three rows of tables with four girls each handling piles of raw traffic and "dit" books are in the center and background. Plenty of maps and charts to be in evidence on the walls and posts, et cetera.
SHOT B

To be taken from behind Mr. Miller's desk - probably requiring the move a file cabinet. Maps and gazetteers will be in evidence plus a drawer or two of place name cards on Mr. Miller's desk while extra maps will be dummied up on any blank wall space to complete the background.

Mr. Miller, and Mr. Bliss plus T/5 Thompson in foreground with regular complement of personnel sitting at other desks and typewriters.
SHOT C

To be taken in the Control Room with Major Taylor, all area officers, and possibly Capt. Elsas sitting at the conference table. Capt. Calvet and Capt Diggs will be standing at a situation map at the head of the table. The shot to be taken from the corner of the room nearest the corridor door so that the net maps on the walls will present a suitable background.

Ex 420

Lt. Boney